
Test Review (Answers)

Question 1
If (userIsYoungerThan21 == true) {
userType = "Adult";
}
Else {
userType = "Minor";
}

Answer:
userType = (userIsYoungerThan21 == true) ?"Adult" : 

"Minor";

Question 2
serveDrink = (userisYoungerThan21 == true) ? "Grape 
Juice":"Wine";

Question 3
Given x = 11, y = 13  Computer the value of Z
Z = (x <= y) ? ( x + y) : (y - x);

Z = (11 <= 13) ? (11 + 13):(13 - 11)
Z = 24

Question 4
Given x = 27, y =13   Computer the value of Z

var Z;
Z = (13 >= 27 ) ? (y + x) : (x == y)?  X : (y + 1)  ;

Z = (13 + 1) 
Z = 14

Question 5

var dRow;
if(d == LEFT || d == RIGHT){
dRow = 0; } 
else{
    if(d == UP){
dRow = -1; } 
    else{
        dRow = 1;
} } 

dRow = ___________________________________

Tiles in the red column – column zero – do not need to be moved 
to the left because they are already in the leftmost position. 
We'll start checking and moving tiles in column one, then column 
two and so on, and the same concept then applies to other 
directions. 
Back to the script, curRow and curCol represent respectively the 
current row and the current column to be examined at each 
iteration. 
According to dCol and dRow values, curCol and curRow can range 
from zero to the amount of columns or rows minus one, or from 
the amount of rows or columns minus one down to zero. 
Time for the final recap. we have four directions: left, right, up and 
down. Each direction generates different dRow and dCol values, 
which represent the 
direction of the movement along the board. 
When we loop through the table, curRow and curCol iterates 
board elements starting from the first row – or column – to the 
last one, or from the last row – or column – to the first one. 

Understanding depth or Z-order 
Although we are building a 2D game, where we are only 
allowed to place objects on coordinates based on x and y axis, 
there's something to say about Z-order. 
In 2D environments, objects can overlap, and when there are 
overlapping objects, there is always one object which covers 
other objects. 
Think about Photoshop layers. Top layers will cover bottom 
layers. Or think about overlapping windows on your desktop, 
where top windows cover bottom windows, until you bring 
them to front. 
It's obvious even in 2D environments there is some kind of 
depth: the Z-order. 

Z-order	is	an	ordering	of	overlapping	two-dimensional	
objects,	such	as	windows	in	a	stacking	window	manager,	or	
shapes	in	a	graphics	editor.	
When	objects	overlap,	objects	with	a	higher	Z	value	hide	
part	or	all	of	objects	with	a	lower	Z	value.	

If you are used to web design, it's the same concept of CSS z-
index property, which specifies the stack order of an element. 
When we placed the images and sprites representing empty 
spots and tiles during the creation of the game table, the 
order we placed the images represents the Z- order used by 
Phaser to display objects. 
This way, moving from left to right and from top to bottom, Z-
order increased, and that's why when you move a tile to the 
right or to the bottom of the canvas, it disappears: it's simply 
rendered behind other objects which have been placed later, 
obtaining a higher Z value. 
To avoid this issue, we need to group all moving objects and 
change their Z value – which Phaser calls “depth” – according 
to the direction they are moving. 
This will be useful not only when we are simply moving tiles 
down and right, but also when we need two tiles with the 
same value to merge and transform into a 
tile with a greater value.
How to handle Z-order with Phaser? In just three lines of code 
to be added to 
makeMove method: 

Moving only necessary tiles 
Do you know why sometimes tiles disappear from the stage? 
They disappear because they already are on an edge of the 
stage, and when we move tiles towards such edge, they 
simply fly off the stage. 
We are moving unnecessary tiles. 
When we are moving left, we do not need to move tiles in the 
leftmost column. They are already in the leftmost position, so 
why bothering moving them? 
Same concept applies when moving up. We don't need to 
move tiles in the upmost row. And that's the same when you 
move right, or down. 
According to the direction you are moving, there is one row 
or one column you don't need to move. And you won't move 
it, thanks to these lines added to makeMove method: 

Merging tiles 
Two tiles merge in a bigger tile when two tiles with the 
same value overlap. 
In previous steps we only moved sprites here and there, 
this time we'll have to work behind the curtains –
remember? Where most of the game takes part – reading 
and changing some boardArray values. 
Some more lines to be added to makeMove method: 
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it, thanks to these lines added to makeMove method: 

Merging tiles 
Two tiles merge in a bigger tile when two tiles with the 
same value overlap. 
In previous steps we only moved sprites here and there, 
this time we'll have to work behind the curtains –
remember? Where most of the game takes part – reading 
and changing some boardArray values. 
Some more lines to be added to makeMove method: 
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to the left because they are already in the leftmost position. 
We'll start checking and moving tiles in column one, then column 
two and so on, and the same concept then applies to other 
directions. 
Back to the script, curRow and curCol represent respectively the 
current row and the current column to be examined at each 
iteration. 
According to dCol and dRow values, curCol and curRow can range 
from zero to the amount of columns or rows minus one, or from 
the amount of rows or columns minus one down to zero. 
Time for the final recap. we have four directions: left, right, up and 
down. Each direction generates different dRow and dCol values, 
which represent the 
direction of the movement along the board. 
When we loop through the table, curRow and curCol iterates 
board elements starting from the first row – or column – to the 
last one, or from the last row – or column – to the first one. 

Understanding depth or Z-order 
Although we are building a 2D game, where we are only 
allowed to place objects on coordinates based on x and y axis, 
there's something to say about Z-order. 
In 2D environments, objects can overlap, and when there are 
overlapping objects, there is always one object which covers 
other objects. 
Think about Photoshop layers. Top layers will cover bottom 
layers. Or think about overlapping windows on your desktop, 
where top windows cover bottom windows, until you bring 
them to front. 
It's obvious even in 2D environments there is some kind of 
depth: the Z-order. 

Z-order	is	an	ordering	of	overlapping	two-dimensional	
objects,	such	as	windows	in	a	stacking	window	manager,	or	
shapes	in	a	graphics	editor.	
When	objects	overlap,	objects	with	a	higher	Z	value	hide	
part	or	all	of	objects	with	a	lower	Z	value.	

If you are used to web design, it's the same concept of CSS z-
index property, which specifies the stack order of an element. 
When we placed the images and sprites representing empty 
spots and tiles during the creation of the game table, the 
order we placed the images represents the Z- order used by 
Phaser to display objects. 
This way, moving from left to right and from top to bottom, Z-
order increased, and that's why when you move a tile to the 
right or to the bottom of the canvas, it disappears: it's simply 
rendered behind other objects which have been placed later, 
obtaining a higher Z value. 
To avoid this issue, we need to group all moving objects and 
change their Z value – which Phaser calls “depth” – according 
to the direction they are moving. 
This will be useful not only when we are simply moving tiles 
down and right, but also when we need two tiles with the 
same value to merge and transform into a 
tile with a greater value.
How to handle Z-order with Phaser? In just three lines of code 
to be added to 
makeMove method: 

Moving only necessary tiles 
Do you know why sometimes tiles disappear from the stage? 
They disappear because they already are on an edge of the 
stage, and when we move tiles towards such edge, they 
simply fly off the stage. 
We are moving unnecessary tiles. 
When we are moving left, we do not need to move tiles in the 
leftmost column. They are already in the leftmost position, so 
why bothering moving them? 
Same concept applies when moving up. We don't need to 
move tiles in the upmost row. And that's the same when you 
move right, or down. 
According to the direction you are moving, there is one row 
or one column you don't need to move. And you won't move 
it, thanks to these lines added to makeMove method: 

Merging tiles 
Two tiles merge in a bigger tile when two tiles with the 
same value overlap. 
In previous steps we only moved sprites here and there, 
this time we'll have to work behind the curtains –
remember? Where most of the game takes part – reading 
and changing some boardArray values. 
Some more lines to be added to makeMove method: 
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Tiles in the red column – column zero – do not need to be moved 
to the left because they are already in the leftmost position. 
We'll start checking and moving tiles in column one, then column 
two and so on, and the same concept then applies to other 
directions. 
Back to the script, curRow and curCol represent respectively the 
current row and the current column to be examined at each 
iteration. 
According to dCol and dRow values, curCol and curRow can range 
from zero to the amount of columns or rows minus one, or from 
the amount of rows or columns minus one down to zero. 
Time for the final recap. we have four directions: left, right, up and 
down. Each direction generates different dRow and dCol values, 
which represent the 
direction of the movement along the board. 
When we loop through the table, curRow and curCol iterates 
board elements starting from the first row – or column – to the 
last one, or from the last row – or column – to the first one. 

Understanding depth or Z-order 
Although we are building a 2D game, where we are only 
allowed to place objects on coordinates based on x and y axis, 
there's something to say about Z-order. 
In 2D environments, objects can overlap, and when there are 
overlapping objects, there is always one object which covers 
other objects. 
Think about Photoshop layers. Top layers will cover bottom 
layers. Or think about overlapping windows on your desktop, 
where top windows cover bottom windows, until you bring 
them to front. 
It's obvious even in 2D environments there is some kind of 
depth: the Z-order. 

Z-order	is	an	ordering	of	overlapping	two-dimensional	
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shapes	in	a	graphics	editor.	
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If you are used to web design, it's the same concept of CSS z-
index property, which specifies the stack order of an element. 
When we placed the images and sprites representing empty 
spots and tiles during the creation of the game table, the 
order we placed the images represents the Z- order used by 
Phaser to display objects. 
This way, moving from left to right and from top to bottom, Z-
order increased, and that's why when you move a tile to the 
right or to the bottom of the canvas, it disappears: it's simply 
rendered behind other objects which have been placed later, 
obtaining a higher Z value. 
To avoid this issue, we need to group all moving objects and 
change their Z value – which Phaser calls “depth” – according 
to the direction they are moving. 
This will be useful not only when we are simply moving tiles 
down and right, but also when we need two tiles with the 
same value to merge and transform into a 
tile with a greater value.
How to handle Z-order with Phaser? In just three lines of code 
to be added to 
makeMove method: 

Moving only necessary tiles 
Do you know why sometimes tiles disappear from the stage? 
They disappear because they already are on an edge of the 
stage, and when we move tiles towards such edge, they 
simply fly off the stage. 
We are moving unnecessary tiles. 
When we are moving left, we do not need to move tiles in the 
leftmost column. They are already in the leftmost position, so 
why bothering moving them? 
Same concept applies when moving up. We don't need to 
move tiles in the upmost row. And that's the same when you 
move right, or down. 
According to the direction you are moving, there is one row 
or one column you don't need to move. And you won't move 
it, thanks to these lines added to makeMove method: 

Merging tiles 
Two tiles merge in a bigger tile when two tiles with the 
same value overlap. 
In previous steps we only moved sprites here and there, 
this time we'll have to work behind the curtains –
remember? Where most of the game takes part – reading 
and changing some boardArray values. 
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Tiles in the red column – column zero – do not need to be moved 
to the left because they are already in the leftmost position. 
We'll start checking and moving tiles in column one, then column 
two and so on, and the same concept then applies to other 
directions. 
Back to the script, curRow and curCol represent respectively the 
current row and the current column to be examined at each 
iteration. 
According to dCol and dRow values, curCol and curRow can range 
from zero to the amount of columns or rows minus one, or from 
the amount of rows or columns minus one down to zero. 
Time for the final recap. we have four directions: left, right, up and 
down. Each direction generates different dRow and dCol values, 
which represent the 
direction of the movement along the board. 
When we loop through the table, curRow and curCol iterates 
board elements starting from the first row – or column – to the 
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Although we are building a 2D game, where we are only 
allowed to place objects on coordinates based on x and y axis, 
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It's obvious even in 2D environments there is some kind of 
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index property, which specifies the stack order of an element. 
When we placed the images and sprites representing empty 
spots and tiles during the creation of the game table, the 
order we placed the images represents the Z- order used by 
Phaser to display objects. 
This way, moving from left to right and from top to bottom, Z-
order increased, and that's why when you move a tile to the 
right or to the bottom of the canvas, it disappears: it's simply 
rendered behind other objects which have been placed later, 
obtaining a higher Z value. 
To avoid this issue, we need to group all moving objects and 
change their Z value – which Phaser calls “depth” – according 
to the direction they are moving. 
This will be useful not only when we are simply moving tiles 
down and right, but also when we need two tiles with the 
same value to merge and transform into a 
tile with a greater value.
How to handle Z-order with Phaser? In just three lines of code 
to be added to 
makeMove method: 

Moving only necessary tiles 
Do you know why sometimes tiles disappear from the stage? 
They disappear because they already are on an edge of the 
stage, and when we move tiles towards such edge, they 
simply fly off the stage. 
We are moving unnecessary tiles. 
When we are moving left, we do not need to move tiles in the 
leftmost column. They are already in the leftmost position, so 
why bothering moving them? 
Same concept applies when moving up. We don't need to 
move tiles in the upmost row. And that's the same when you 
move right, or down. 
According to the direction you are moving, there is one row 
or one column you don't need to move. And you won't move 
it, thanks to these lines added to makeMove method: 

Merging tiles 
Two tiles merge in a bigger tile when two tiles with the 
same value overlap. 
In previous steps we only moved sprites here and there, 
this time we'll have to work behind the curtains –
remember? Where most of the game takes part – reading 
and changing some boardArray values. 
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Tiles in the red column – column zero – do not need to be moved 
to the left because they are already in the leftmost position. 
We'll start checking and moving tiles in column one, then column 
two and so on, and the same concept then applies to other 
directions. 
Back to the script, curRow and curCol represent respectively the 
current row and the current column to be examined at each 
iteration. 
According to dCol and dRow values, curCol and curRow can range 
from zero to the amount of columns or rows minus one, or from 
the amount of rows or columns minus one down to zero. 
Time for the final recap. we have four directions: left, right, up and 
down. Each direction generates different dRow and dCol values, 
which represent the 
direction of the movement along the board. 
When we loop through the table, curRow and curCol iterates 
board elements starting from the first row – or column – to the 
last one, or from the last row – or column – to the first one. 

Understanding depth or Z-order 
Although we are building a 2D game, where we are only 
allowed to place objects on coordinates based on x and y axis, 
there's something to say about Z-order. 
In 2D environments, objects can overlap, and when there are 
overlapping objects, there is always one object which covers 
other objects. 
Think about Photoshop layers. Top layers will cover bottom 
layers. Or think about overlapping windows on your desktop, 
where top windows cover bottom windows, until you bring 
them to front. 
It's obvious even in 2D environments there is some kind of 
depth: the Z-order. 

Z-order	is	an	ordering	of	overlapping	two-dimensional	
objects,	such	as	windows	in	a	stacking	window	manager,	or	
shapes	in	a	graphics	editor.	
When	objects	overlap,	objects	with	a	higher	Z	value	hide	
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If you are used to web design, it's the same concept of CSS z-
index property, which specifies the stack order of an element. 
When we placed the images and sprites representing empty 
spots and tiles during the creation of the game table, the 
order we placed the images represents the Z- order used by 
Phaser to display objects. 
This way, moving from left to right and from top to bottom, Z-
order increased, and that's why when you move a tile to the 
right or to the bottom of the canvas, it disappears: it's simply 
rendered behind other objects which have been placed later, 
obtaining a higher Z value. 
To avoid this issue, we need to group all moving objects and 
change their Z value – which Phaser calls “depth” – according 
to the direction they are moving. 
This will be useful not only when we are simply moving tiles 
down and right, but also when we need two tiles with the 
same value to merge and transform into a 
tile with a greater value.
How to handle Z-order with Phaser? In just three lines of code 
to be added to 
makeMove method: 

Moving only necessary tiles 
Do you know why sometimes tiles disappear from the stage? 
They disappear because they already are on an edge of the 
stage, and when we move tiles towards such edge, they 
simply fly off the stage. 
We are moving unnecessary tiles. 
When we are moving left, we do not need to move tiles in the 
leftmost column. They are already in the leftmost position, so 
why bothering moving them? 
Same concept applies when moving up. We don't need to 
move tiles in the upmost row. And that's the same when you 
move right, or down. 
According to the direction you are moving, there is one row 
or one column you don't need to move. And you won't move 
it, thanks to these lines added to makeMove method: 

Merging tiles 
Two tiles merge in a bigger tile when two tiles with the 
same value overlap. 
In previous steps we only moved sprites here and there, 
this time we'll have to work behind the curtains –
remember? Where most of the game takes part – reading 
and changing some boardArray values. 
Some more lines to be added to makeMove method: 
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According to dCol and dRow values, curCol and curRow can range 
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which represent the 
direction of the movement along the board. 
When we loop through the table, curRow and curCol iterates 
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Although we are building a 2D game, where we are only 
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order increased, and that's why when you move a tile to the 
right or to the bottom of the canvas, it disappears: it's simply 
rendered behind other objects which have been placed later, 
obtaining a higher Z value. 
To avoid this issue, we need to group all moving objects and 
change their Z value – which Phaser calls “depth” – according 
to the direction they are moving. 
This will be useful not only when we are simply moving tiles 
down and right, but also when we need two tiles with the 
same value to merge and transform into a 
tile with a greater value.
How to handle Z-order with Phaser? In just three lines of code 
to be added to 
makeMove method: 
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Do you know why sometimes tiles disappear from the stage? 
They disappear because they already are on an edge of the 
stage, and when we move tiles towards such edge, they 
simply fly off the stage. 
We are moving unnecessary tiles. 
When we are moving left, we do not need to move tiles in the 
leftmost column. They are already in the leftmost position, so 
why bothering moving them? 
Same concept applies when moving up. We don't need to 
move tiles in the upmost row. And that's the same when you 
move right, or down. 
According to the direction you are moving, there is one row 
or one column you don't need to move. And you won't move 
it, thanks to these lines added to makeMove method: 
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Two tiles merge in a bigger tile when two tiles with the 
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order increased, and that's why when you move a tile to the 
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rendered behind other objects which have been placed later, 
obtaining a higher Z value. 
To avoid this issue, we need to group all moving objects and 
change their Z value – which Phaser calls “depth” – according 
to the direction they are moving. 
This will be useful not only when we are simply moving tiles 
down and right, but also when we need two tiles with the 
same value to merge and transform into a 
tile with a greater value.
How to handle Z-order with Phaser? In just three lines of code 
to be added to 
makeMove method: 

Moving only necessary tiles 
Do you know why sometimes tiles disappear from the stage? 
They disappear because they already are on an edge of the 
stage, and when we move tiles towards such edge, they 
simply fly off the stage. 
We are moving unnecessary tiles. 
When we are moving left, we do not need to move tiles in the 
leftmost column. They are already in the leftmost position, so 
why bothering moving them? 
Same concept applies when moving up. We don't need to 
move tiles in the upmost row. And that's the same when you 
move right, or down. 
According to the direction you are moving, there is one row 
or one column you don't need to move. And you won't move 
it, thanks to these lines added to makeMove method: 

Merging tiles 
Two tiles merge in a bigger tile when two tiles with the 
same value overlap. 
In previous steps we only moved sprites here and there, 
this time we'll have to work behind the curtains –
remember? Where most of the game takes part – reading 
and changing some boardArray values. 
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to the left because they are already in the leftmost position. 
We'll start checking and moving tiles in column one, then column 
two and so on, and the same concept then applies to other 
directions. 
Back to the script, curRow and curCol represent respectively the 
current row and the current column to be examined at each 
iteration. 
According to dCol and dRow values, curCol and curRow can range 
from zero to the amount of columns or rows minus one, or from 
the amount of rows or columns minus one down to zero. 
Time for the final recap. we have four directions: left, right, up and 
down. Each direction generates different dRow and dCol values, 
which represent the 
direction of the movement along the board. 
When we loop through the table, curRow and curCol iterates 
board elements starting from the first row – or column – to the 
last one, or from the last row – or column – to the first one. 

Understanding depth or Z-order 
Although we are building a 2D game, where we are only 
allowed to place objects on coordinates based on x and y axis, 
there's something to say about Z-order. 
In 2D environments, objects can overlap, and when there are 
overlapping objects, there is always one object which covers 
other objects. 
Think about Photoshop layers. Top layers will cover bottom 
layers. Or think about overlapping windows on your desktop, 
where top windows cover bottom windows, until you bring 
them to front. 
It's obvious even in 2D environments there is some kind of 
depth: the Z-order. 

Z-order	is	an	ordering	of	overlapping	two-dimensional	
objects,	such	as	windows	in	a	stacking	window	manager,	or	
shapes	in	a	graphics	editor.	
When	objects	overlap,	objects	with	a	higher	Z	value	hide	
part	or	all	of	objects	with	a	lower	Z	value.	

If you are used to web design, it's the same concept of CSS z-
index property, which specifies the stack order of an element. 
When we placed the images and sprites representing empty 
spots and tiles during the creation of the game table, the 
order we placed the images represents the Z- order used by 
Phaser to display objects. 
This way, moving from left to right and from top to bottom, Z-
order increased, and that's why when you move a tile to the 
right or to the bottom of the canvas, it disappears: it's simply 
rendered behind other objects which have been placed later, 
obtaining a higher Z value. 
To avoid this issue, we need to group all moving objects and 
change their Z value – which Phaser calls “depth” – according 
to the direction they are moving. 
This will be useful not only when we are simply moving tiles 
down and right, but also when we need two tiles with the 
same value to merge and transform into a 
tile with a greater value.
How to handle Z-order with Phaser? In just three lines of code 
to be added to 
makeMove method: 

Moving only necessary tiles 
Do you know why sometimes tiles disappear from the stage? 
They disappear because they already are on an edge of the 
stage, and when we move tiles towards such edge, they 
simply fly off the stage. 
We are moving unnecessary tiles. 
When we are moving left, we do not need to move tiles in the 
leftmost column. They are already in the leftmost position, so 
why bothering moving them? 
Same concept applies when moving up. We don't need to 
move tiles in the upmost row. And that's the same when you 
move right, or down. 
According to the direction you are moving, there is one row 
or one column you don't need to move. And you won't move 
it, thanks to these lines added to makeMove method: 

Merging tiles 
Two tiles merge in a bigger tile when two tiles with the 
same value overlap. 
In previous steps we only moved sprites here and there, 
this time we'll have to work behind the curtains –
remember? Where most of the game takes part – reading 
and changing some boardArray values. 
Some more lines to be added to makeMove method: 
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Tiles in the red column – column zero – do not need to be moved 
to the left because they are already in the leftmost position. 
We'll start checking and moving tiles in column one, then column 
two and so on, and the same concept then applies to other 
directions. 
Back to the script, curRow and curCol represent respectively the 
current row and the current column to be examined at each 
iteration. 
According to dCol and dRow values, curCol and curRow can range 
from zero to the amount of columns or rows minus one, or from 
the amount of rows or columns minus one down to zero. 
Time for the final recap. we have four directions: left, right, up and 
down. Each direction generates different dRow and dCol values, 
which represent the 
direction of the movement along the board. 
When we loop through the table, curRow and curCol iterates 
board elements starting from the first row – or column – to the 
last one, or from the last row – or column – to the first one. 

Understanding depth or Z-order 
Although we are building a 2D game, where we are only 
allowed to place objects on coordinates based on x and y axis, 
there's something to say about Z-order. 
In 2D environments, objects can overlap, and when there are 
overlapping objects, there is always one object which covers 
other objects. 
Think about Photoshop layers. Top layers will cover bottom 
layers. Or think about overlapping windows on your desktop, 
where top windows cover bottom windows, until you bring 
them to front. 
It's obvious even in 2D environments there is some kind of 
depth: the Z-order. 

Z-order	is	an	ordering	of	overlapping	two-dimensional	
objects,	such	as	windows	in	a	stacking	window	manager,	or	
shapes	in	a	graphics	editor.	
When	objects	overlap,	objects	with	a	higher	Z	value	hide	
part	or	all	of	objects	with	a	lower	Z	value.	

If you are used to web design, it's the same concept of CSS z-
index property, which specifies the stack order of an element. 
When we placed the images and sprites representing empty 
spots and tiles during the creation of the game table, the 
order we placed the images represents the Z- order used by 
Phaser to display objects. 
This way, moving from left to right and from top to bottom, Z-
order increased, and that's why when you move a tile to the 
right or to the bottom of the canvas, it disappears: it's simply 
rendered behind other objects which have been placed later, 
obtaining a higher Z value. 
To avoid this issue, we need to group all moving objects and 
change their Z value – which Phaser calls “depth” – according 
to the direction they are moving. 
This will be useful not only when we are simply moving tiles 
down and right, but also when we need two tiles with the 
same value to merge and transform into a 
tile with a greater value.
How to handle Z-order with Phaser? In just three lines of code 
to be added to 
makeMove method: 

Moving only necessary tiles 
Do you know why sometimes tiles disappear from the stage? 
They disappear because they already are on an edge of the 
stage, and when we move tiles towards such edge, they 
simply fly off the stage. 
We are moving unnecessary tiles. 
When we are moving left, we do not need to move tiles in the 
leftmost column. They are already in the leftmost position, so 
why bothering moving them? 
Same concept applies when moving up. We don't need to 
move tiles in the upmost row. And that's the same when you 
move right, or down. 
According to the direction you are moving, there is one row 
or one column you don't need to move. And you won't move 
it, thanks to these lines added to makeMove method: 

Merging tiles 
Two tiles merge in a bigger tile when two tiles with the 
same value overlap. 
In previous steps we only moved sprites here and there, 
this time we'll have to work behind the curtains –
remember? Where most of the game takes part – reading 
and changing some boardArray values. 
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Tiles in the red column – column zero – do not need to be moved 
to the left because they are already in the leftmost position. 
We'll start checking and moving tiles in column one, then column 
two and so on, and the same concept then applies to other 
directions. 
Back to the script, curRow and curCol represent respectively the 
current row and the current column to be examined at each 
iteration. 
According to dCol and dRow values, curCol and curRow can range 
from zero to the amount of columns or rows minus one, or from 
the amount of rows or columns minus one down to zero. 
Time for the final recap. we have four directions: left, right, up and 
down. Each direction generates different dRow and dCol values, 
which represent the 
direction of the movement along the board. 
When we loop through the table, curRow and curCol iterates 
board elements starting from the first row – or column – to the 
last one, or from the last row – or column – to the first one. 

Understanding depth or Z-order 
Although we are building a 2D game, where we are only 
allowed to place objects on coordinates based on x and y axis, 
there's something to say about Z-order. 
In 2D environments, objects can overlap, and when there are 
overlapping objects, there is always one object which covers 
other objects. 
Think about Photoshop layers. Top layers will cover bottom 
layers. Or think about overlapping windows on your desktop, 
where top windows cover bottom windows, until you bring 
them to front. 
It's obvious even in 2D environments there is some kind of 
depth: the Z-order. 

Z-order	is	an	ordering	of	overlapping	two-dimensional	
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If you are used to web design, it's the same concept of CSS z-
index property, which specifies the stack order of an element. 
When we placed the images and sprites representing empty 
spots and tiles during the creation of the game table, the 
order we placed the images represents the Z- order used by 
Phaser to display objects. 
This way, moving from left to right and from top to bottom, Z-
order increased, and that's why when you move a tile to the 
right or to the bottom of the canvas, it disappears: it's simply 
rendered behind other objects which have been placed later, 
obtaining a higher Z value. 
To avoid this issue, we need to group all moving objects and 
change their Z value – which Phaser calls “depth” – according 
to the direction they are moving. 
This will be useful not only when we are simply moving tiles 
down and right, but also when we need two tiles with the 
same value to merge and transform into a 
tile with a greater value.
How to handle Z-order with Phaser? In just three lines of code 
to be added to 
makeMove method: 

Moving only necessary tiles 
Do you know why sometimes tiles disappear from the stage? 
They disappear because they already are on an edge of the 
stage, and when we move tiles towards such edge, they 
simply fly off the stage. 
We are moving unnecessary tiles. 
When we are moving left, we do not need to move tiles in the 
leftmost column. They are already in the leftmost position, so 
why bothering moving them? 
Same concept applies when moving up. We don't need to 
move tiles in the upmost row. And that's the same when you 
move right, or down. 
According to the direction you are moving, there is one row 
or one column you don't need to move. And you won't move 
it, thanks to these lines added to makeMove method: 

Merging tiles 
Two tiles merge in a bigger tile when two tiles with the 
same value overlap. 
In previous steps we only moved sprites here and there, 
this time we'll have to work behind the curtains –
remember? Where most of the game takes part – reading 
and changing some boardArray values. 
Some more lines to be added to makeMove method: 
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Tiles in the red column – column zero – do not need to be moved 
to the left because they are already in the leftmost position. 
We'll start checking and moving tiles in column one, then column 
two and so on, and the same concept then applies to other 
directions. 
Back to the script, curRow and curCol represent respectively the 
current row and the current column to be examined at each 
iteration. 
According to dCol and dRow values, curCol and curRow can range 
from zero to the amount of columns or rows minus one, or from 
the amount of rows or columns minus one down to zero. 
Time for the final recap. we have four directions: left, right, up and 
down. Each direction generates different dRow and dCol values, 
which represent the 
direction of the movement along the board. 
When we loop through the table, curRow and curCol iterates 
board elements starting from the first row – or column – to the 
last one, or from the last row – or column – to the first one. 

Understanding depth or Z-order 
Although we are building a 2D game, where we are only 
allowed to place objects on coordinates based on x and y axis, 
there's something to say about Z-order. 
In 2D environments, objects can overlap, and when there are 
overlapping objects, there is always one object which covers 
other objects. 
Think about Photoshop layers. Top layers will cover bottom 
layers. Or think about overlapping windows on your desktop, 
where top windows cover bottom windows, until you bring 
them to front. 
It's obvious even in 2D environments there is some kind of 
depth: the Z-order. 

Z-order	is	an	ordering	of	overlapping	two-dimensional	
objects,	such	as	windows	in	a	stacking	window	manager,	or	
shapes	in	a	graphics	editor.	
When	objects	overlap,	objects	with	a	higher	Z	value	hide	
part	or	all	of	objects	with	a	lower	Z	value.	

If you are used to web design, it's the same concept of CSS z-
index property, which specifies the stack order of an element. 
When we placed the images and sprites representing empty 
spots and tiles during the creation of the game table, the 
order we placed the images represents the Z- order used by 
Phaser to display objects. 
This way, moving from left to right and from top to bottom, Z-
order increased, and that's why when you move a tile to the 
right or to the bottom of the canvas, it disappears: it's simply 
rendered behind other objects which have been placed later, 
obtaining a higher Z value. 
To avoid this issue, we need to group all moving objects and 
change their Z value – which Phaser calls “depth” – according 
to the direction they are moving. 
This will be useful not only when we are simply moving tiles 
down and right, but also when we need two tiles with the 
same value to merge and transform into a 
tile with a greater value.
How to handle Z-order with Phaser? In just three lines of code 
to be added to 
makeMove method: 

Moving only necessary tiles 
Do you know why sometimes tiles disappear from the stage? 
They disappear because they already are on an edge of the 
stage, and when we move tiles towards such edge, they 
simply fly off the stage. 
We are moving unnecessary tiles. 
When we are moving left, we do not need to move tiles in the 
leftmost column. They are already in the leftmost position, so 
why bothering moving them? 
Same concept applies when moving up. We don't need to 
move tiles in the upmost row. And that's the same when you 
move right, or down. 
According to the direction you are moving, there is one row 
or one column you don't need to move. And you won't move 
it, thanks to these lines added to makeMove method: 

Merging tiles 
Two tiles merge in a bigger tile when two tiles with the 
same value overlap. 
In previous steps we only moved sprites here and there, 
this time we'll have to work behind the curtains –
remember? Where most of the game takes part – reading 
and changing some boardArray values. 
Some more lines to be added to makeMove method: 
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to the left because they are already in the leftmost position. 
We'll start checking and moving tiles in column one, then column 
two and so on, and the same concept then applies to other 
directions. 
Back to the script, curRow and curCol represent respectively the 
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According to dCol and dRow values, curCol and curRow can range 
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down. Each direction generates different dRow and dCol values, 
which represent the 
direction of the movement along the board. 
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Although we are building a 2D game, where we are only 
allowed to place objects on coordinates based on x and y axis, 
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This way, moving from left to right and from top to bottom, Z-
order increased, and that's why when you move a tile to the 
right or to the bottom of the canvas, it disappears: it's simply 
rendered behind other objects which have been placed later, 
obtaining a higher Z value. 
To avoid this issue, we need to group all moving objects and 
change their Z value – which Phaser calls “depth” – according 
to the direction they are moving. 
This will be useful not only when we are simply moving tiles 
down and right, but also when we need two tiles with the 
same value to merge and transform into a 
tile with a greater value.
How to handle Z-order with Phaser? In just three lines of code 
to be added to 
makeMove method: 
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Do you know why sometimes tiles disappear from the stage? 
They disappear because they already are on an edge of the 
stage, and when we move tiles towards such edge, they 
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We are moving unnecessary tiles. 
When we are moving left, we do not need to move tiles in the 
leftmost column. They are already in the leftmost position, so 
why bothering moving them? 
Same concept applies when moving up. We don't need to 
move tiles in the upmost row. And that's the same when you 
move right, or down. 
According to the direction you are moving, there is one row 
or one column you don't need to move. And you won't move 
it, thanks to these lines added to makeMove method: 

Merging tiles 
Two tiles merge in a bigger tile when two tiles with the 
same value overlap. 
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Back to the script, curRow and curCol represent respectively the 
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If you are used to web design, it's the same concept of CSS z-
index property, which specifies the stack order of an element. 
When we placed the images and sprites representing empty 
spots and tiles during the creation of the game table, the 
order we placed the images represents the Z- order used by 
Phaser to display objects. 
This way, moving from left to right and from top to bottom, Z-
order increased, and that's why when you move a tile to the 
right or to the bottom of the canvas, it disappears: it's simply 
rendered behind other objects which have been placed later, 
obtaining a higher Z value. 
To avoid this issue, we need to group all moving objects and 
change their Z value – which Phaser calls “depth” – according 
to the direction they are moving. 
This will be useful not only when we are simply moving tiles 
down and right, but also when we need two tiles with the 
same value to merge and transform into a 
tile with a greater value.
How to handle Z-order with Phaser? In just three lines of code 
to be added to 
makeMove method: 

Moving only necessary tiles 
Do you know why sometimes tiles disappear from the stage? 
They disappear because they already are on an edge of the 
stage, and when we move tiles towards such edge, they 
simply fly off the stage. 
We are moving unnecessary tiles. 
When we are moving left, we do not need to move tiles in the 
leftmost column. They are already in the leftmost position, so 
why bothering moving them? 
Same concept applies when moving up. We don't need to 
move tiles in the upmost row. And that's the same when you 
move right, or down. 
According to the direction you are moving, there is one row 
or one column you don't need to move. And you won't move 
it, thanks to these lines added to makeMove method: 

Merging tiles 
Two tiles merge in a bigger tile when two tiles with the 
same value overlap. 
In previous steps we only moved sprites here and there, 
this time we'll have to work behind the curtains –
remember? Where most of the game takes part – reading 
and changing some boardArray values. 
Some more lines to be added to makeMove method: 
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Test Review (Answers)

Question 1
If (userIsYoungerThan21 == true) {
userType = "Adult";
}
Else {
userType = "Minor";
}

Answer:
userType = (userIsYoungerThan21 == true) ?"Adult" : 

"Minor";

Question 2
serveDrink = (userisYoungerThan21 == true) ? "Grape 
Juice":"Wine";

Question 3
Given x = 11, y = 13  Computer the value of Z
Z = (x <= y) ? ( x + y) : (y - x);

Z = (11 <= 13) ? (11 + 13):(13 - 11)
Z = 24

Question 4
Given x = 27, y =13   Computer the value of Z

var Z;
Z = (13 >= 27 ) ? (y + x) : (x == y)?  X : (y + 1)  ;

Z = (13 + 1) 
Z = 14

Question 5

var dRow;
if(d == LEFT || d == RIGHT){
dRow = 0; } 
else{
    if(d == UP){
dRow = -1; } 
    else{
        dRow = 1;
} } 

dRow = ___________________________________
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Z-order	is	an	ordering	of	overlapping	two-dimensional	
objects,	such	as	windows	in	a	stacking	window	manager,	or	
shapes	in	a	graphics	editor.	
When	objects	overlap,	objects	with	a	higher	Z	value	hide	
part	or	all	of	objects	with	a	lower	Z	value.	
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